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Abstract

In Europe, the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) collects data in the field in order to offer a general perspective on the issue. Objective and comparable information regarding drugs, addictions and their consequences is offered and independent scientific analyses can be run to support the decisions made at European and national levels. In order to do so, EMCDDA relies on a network of national centres. The data are then transcribed in the European Report on drugs, and other documents. The data on the use of tobacco, alcohol and other drugs by youths are also collected within the ESPAD project or other studies. Among the many existing data, the article selects a few regarding the prevalence of the use of drugs in Europe and in Romania (the prevalence of lifelong use, use in the past year and in the past month). A few recent data are presented on the use of cannabis (the most commonly-used drug in Europe, with an increasingly high level of THC), on the use of new psycho-active substances, tobacco and alcohol, and other potentially addictive activities. We also present data on the admissions to treatment and emergencies associated with use, during 2017-2019. Finally, we mention a few tendencies and correlations resulted from the studies: the early onset of the smoker, friends who use, the perception that most friends use, certain parental styles and a low social economic statute – these are all significant predictors for the use of tobacco, alcohol or other drugs.
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Introduction

In order to gain a general perspective on how the drug situation is evolving, in Europe, collecting data on drugs, drug addictions and their consequences is mainly done by the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA). By using a multidisciplinary approach, the EMCDDA provides objective, trustworthy and comparable information on drugs, drug addiction and consequences by helping increase awareness of their impact on people and on society. The aim of this centre is to provide proof and independent scientific analyses, seeking to support decisions made at European and national level; to contribute to protecting the citizens of Europe against the continuous threats of drugs on individuals and society. In order to collect and analyse data according to the joint data collection standards and tools, the EMCDDA coordinates and is based on a network of approx. 30 national monitoring centres (the REITOX network), while also collaborating with European and international institutions/ bodies, and with non-Member States.
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The results of data monitoring at a national level are transmitted to the Centre for analysis and are then published in the European Drug Report, in annual national reports, in the Statistics Bulletin and other documents and publications [1]. Aside from the data collected by the EMCDDA, data on the use of tobacco, alcohol and other drugs among youth are also collected as part of European projects. One of the latter is the ESPAD project (European School Survey Project on Alcohol and Other Drugs) – a study carried on in schools, concerning the use of tobacco, alcohol and illicit drugs (among students aged 16), carried through every 4 years, in 28 countries [2]. The data on addiction with or without substances are collected and analysed within several studies and research, by experts from various fields, as addictions are becoming an increasingly worrying topic, in the way they can affect people’s lives on many levels.

Some data on the prevalence of the use of drugs (any type of illicit drug)

One of the monitored indicators, aside from the lifelong prevalence (at least one-time use) and the prevalence in the past 30 day, is also the prevalence of the use of drugs within the past 12 months. This is an indicator of the recent use of drugs and it is the most common among young adults, according to the EMCDDA’s most recent report (The European Drug Report 2021: Trends and Developments, containing data from 2019), with approx. 19,1 mill. young adults (15-34 years old) who have used drugs in the past year (16%). Among the youths who have used drugs in the past year, the men-women ratio is two to one [3]. The most often used drug is cannabis, with a use prevalence of approx. 5 times higher than that of other drugs, and the increasingly high content of THC (tetrahydrocannabinol) causing health concerns (the cannabis resin and plant sold across Europe has approx. twice as much THC, on average, than it did a decade ago) [4]. In the 2019 annual report, the rate of use prevalence in the past year among young adults varied between 3,5% in Hungary and 21,8% in France. Beginning with the year 2000, several countries have known increasing trends in the prevalence of cannabis use in the past year, among young adults. Among these countries, Ireland and Finland presented the most recent data indicating levels close to the EU average of 14,4%; Bulgaria and Romania, too, although with lower level [5]. The same is valid for those admitted to treatment; within the 24 countries that present the data, the total number of people admitted to treatment for the first time for problems associated to the use of cannabis has increased by 45% between 2009 and 2019 [3]. In Romania, among the general population, there is an 11,9% lifelong prevalence for the use of any kind of illicit drug (10,7% if we exclude the use of over-the-counter drugs). In the past year, the prevalence of this type of use is 6,7%, while for the use in the past month the prevalence is 4,2% (6%, and 3,9% without medicine) [4]. Considering the age groups, the greatest prevalence in the use of drugs, in general (any type of illicit drug), is among young adults (15-34 years old), with 16,9% of them using at least once in their lifetime (experimental use), 10% of them have used drugs in the past 12 months (recent use), and 6,6% of them have used within the past 30 days (current use) [6, 7].

Data on the prevalence of the use of cannabis

According to the ESPAD study conducted among the general population, in 2019, on the use of cannabis, in Romania, among the general population (15-64 years old) there is a lifelong prevalence of 6,1%, a 3,5% prevalence of the use of cannabis within the past year, and a 1,8% prevalence of use within the past month. If we refer to the daily or almost daily use, 0,31% of those included in the study declared to use daily or almost daily with ages between 15-34 years old (young adults), 0,59% declared to use daily or almost daily [8]. On a national level, for the use of cannabis among pupils, more specifically 16 year-olds (according to the most recent data of the ESPAS study – 2019), 8,7% of teenagers of 16 years old declared the experimental use of cannabis (16% the European average), 7,2% have used within the past year (12,9% the European average), and 3,3% of them have smoked marijuana or hash in the past month (7,4% the European average). The prevalence of the use of cannabis continues to grow among boys [7].
Data on the prevalence of the use of new psychoactive substances (NPS)

A category of drugs that cause growing concern are the new psychoactive substances (NPS) or so-called ethnobotanicals (mainly synthetic cannabinoids, synthetic cathinones and synthetic opioids) [7], albeit the inquiries among the general population (where such inquiries are available) suggest a low level of use of new psychoactive substances in the European countries [11]. Nonetheless, synthetic cannabinoids and other new psychoactive substances have already been proved to cause potential damage to health with the existence of naturally modified cannabis products with synthetic very strong cannabinoids, as well as the deaths reported in 2020 associated with the use of such substances [3]. In Romania, 6.3% of the general population aged between 15 and 64 included in the General Population Study have experimented the use of NPS; 3.1% of the interviewees declared to have used NPS in the past year, and 2.5% mentioned using in the past month. According to the ESPAD 2019, 3.2% of students aged 16 included in the study declared NPS experimental use, and 2.2% mentioned recent use [7].

Other data

The ESPAD collected and analysed data on 16 year-old students in Europe, including data on the use of tobacco and alcohol, the use of nonmedical medicine and gambling, and playing games on social media. Between 1995 and 2019, the average for the experimental use of tobacco decreased from 68% to 42%; in the case of use during the past month, it decreased from 33% to 20%, and in the case of daily use it decreased from 20% to 10%. The use of alcohol remains high among teenagers in Europe, with an average of over three quarters (79%) among students who have consumed alcohol at least once in their lifetime, and almost half (47%) among those who have consumed alcohol in the past month (“current use”). The data regarding the trends, however, show a constant drop; for instance, in 2003, 91% of those included in the study reported use of alcohol at least once in their life, and 63% reported use during the past month. 6.6% of those in question reported having consumed tranquilisers or sedatives at least once in their life, and 4% reported having used painkillers to “change their mood” [12]. Gambling for money had become a popular activity among students in Europe, 22% of the respondents having reported gambling – at least for one game – in the past 12 months (especially the lottery). It is estimated that a 7.9% of students have placed financial bets online, during the same period of time. 5% of students who have placed bets in the past 12 months entered the category of problem gambling [10]. Approx. 60% of the respondents reported to have played digital games in the past month, on a typical school day (69% on a free day). Approx. 94% of the respondents reported to have used social networks in the past week. On average, the users spent 2-3 hours on social networks on a regular school day, and the rate increased to 6 or more hours on free days [12].

Data on admissions to treatment and showing up in emergency rooms

When it comes to getting treatment for the use of drugs, in Europe, most of it is outpatient treatment, as specialised centres of treatment are the greatest supplier for this kind of services (in number of treated consumers). In 2017, almost half (54%) of those admitted to specialised treatment for the use of drugs, in Europe, addressed those services on their own will (including on recommendation by family or friends) [5]. Between 2017 and 2019, an average of 440000 admissions to treatment were registered every year, for any type of drug used. In 2019, approx. 111000 people around Europe started getting specialised treatment for the use of drugs due to problems associated to the use of cannabis (35% of the total demands for admission to treatment) [3]. In Romania, 3577 addicted people were admitted to treatment in 2017, 4266 in 2018, and 4283 in 2019. Most applications for treatment were addressed due to the use of cannabis and this type of demands were the highest among the total number of beneficiaries. Also in 2019, over three quarters of the total number of people who sought treatment for the use of drugs addressed treatment centres on their own initiative, including upon recommendation from family/friends (approx. a quarter), or have been referred to research bodies (approx. half). In 2019, the subpopulation of consumers of new psychoactive substances (NPS) admitted
to treatment mainly included males (88.7%) aged 24.6 on average, almost half of them with a low level of education, and almost a quarter of them being pupils or students (22.8%). 6.5% of the beneficiaries of assistance services for the use of drugs were people under 18. Of these, over half declared having used cannabis (56.3%), while a third sought help due to the problems caused by NPS use [7].

In the case of those who have sought help in the emergency rooms for acute intoxication associated with the use of drugs – these were monitored by the European Drug Emergencies Network (EuroDEN Plus) that includes 27 hospitals (sentinels) around 19 European countries. Although these case reflect the general context within those countries, they nonetheless offer a perspective on the trends regarding drug-related emergency presentations, and there is a general tendency of increase in the number of cases within these hospitals, approx. ¾ of people being men. In Europe, in 2017, cocaine was the most frequently used drug that cause emergency presentations; on second place, there was heroin and cannabis; in 2018, the most frequently used drug that caused emergency presentations was cannabis, followed by cocaine and heroin [3]. In Romania, between 2017-2019, there were around 3000-5000 medical emergencies due to the exclusive use of illicit drugs. In 2019, of the total number of emergencies, almost one third (30.1%) were declared to be as a result of use of new psychoactive substances (alone or combined); in 22.3% of the cases, there was use of cannabis, and in 11.9% of the total number of cases – the use of opioids. Between 2012-2019, there was an increasing trend in emergencies due to the use of NPS and cannabis, and a decreasing tendency in emergencies caused by use of medicine [7].

**Some tendencies and associations**

A study based on ESPAD, published in 2018, sought to investigate the tendencies of tobacco, alcohol and cannabis use between 1999 and 2015 (daily use of cigarettes, weekly use of alcohol, intense monthly episodic use of alcohol and monthly use of cannabis) in teenagers around Europe, based on regions. The results showed that 16-year-old students tended to greatly reduce the use of cigarettes and to moderately decrease the use of alcohol, despite regional differences in the prevalence. Regarding the use of cannabis, the trends were increasing especially in Southern Europe and in the Balkans [13]. The various studies, including those run on twins [14, 15, 16], sought to identify the existing correlations between the use of drugs and various individual factors, family-related or social economic. A longitudinal study conducted in Finland, on twins, found that the following were significant predictors for the use of cannabis and other illicit drugs: early onset of smoking, drinking to intoxication, the existence of equal peers (colleagues or friends) who had experience in smoking and use of drugs, weekly alcohol consumption and inebriation of the father and his aggressive behaviour. Among these factors, the strongest predictor was the early onset of smoking [15]. Other research, too, focused on the consumption of alcohol in adolescence, reached the conclusion that drinking or smoking among friends is an important predictor [16]. It seems that during this stage of growth, it is often the availability and choice of certain friends who use drugs to contribute to the ever more harmful use of drugs, over the years [17]. When drawing a comparison between girls and boys, having friends who drink, smoke or use drugs or who get involved in delinquent behaviours is more predictive in the case of girls, than it is for boys [16]. In the case of 16-year-olds, there were important correlation between smoking and the great number of friends who smoke, but also between smoking and going out most evenings. The use of cannabis and illicit drugs was strongly tied to having friends or older siblings using these substances. Another important correlation exists between the use of substances and the absence of rules/social chaos [18]. A recent research published in 2021 also concluded that the most important predictive factor for the risky use of psychoactive substances was the perception that most/all friends were involved in such behaviour. Moreover, the lack of support from parents, the minor personal adhesion to rules and low school performance were also significant in using [19].

Studies which considered the parenting style and the children’s use of psychoactive substances showed that the styles of parenting influenced the behaviour in the use of psychoactive substances [20]. A very popular classification of these styles is done
on four categories, based on two dimensions, support and control: the democratic-authoritarian style – involving availability to offer affection and reply to the child’s needs and emotions (affection, care, support), while setting boundaries and rules (without blocking autonomy with unjustified restrictions); the dictatorial style – not responding to the child’s needs and emotions, setting rules and excessive control; the permissive style – insuring affection and responding to child’s needs, but not setting a structure, rules, or monitoring the child; the uninvolved style – neglecting, not replying to the child’s needs, not monitoring them or setting boundaries. Some research conclude that the democratic-authoritarian style is best correlated to the decreased frequency in drinking among teenagers, while the neglecting type is associated with an increased frequency in using [21]. Other studies, which consider the interventions over parents, looked for their efficiency in preventing or reducing the use of substances among teenagers, concluding that setting rules, monitoring and communication between parent and child led to positive results [22]. Others showcased the relationship between the permissive parental style and the neglecting one on the one side, and the use of alcohol among teenagers and young adults, on the other side [20]. There are, however, studies supporting that even a permissive parental style could give similar results as the democratic-authoritarian one [23].

Another research based on the data taken from the Health Behaviour in School-aged Children study (HBSC) – Behaviours related to the well-being of pupils 2005/2006, conducted by the World Health Organisation, within 35 countries, sought the influence of social economic factors over smoking, considering also the psycho-social aspects such as family structure, relationship to parents or school performance. The conclusions were that parents with a lower social economic statute have less material and psychological resources, which may have negative effects on the quality of the marital relationship and on that between parent and child. Teenagers in monoparental families or who have difficult relationships with their parents may consider smoking a way of dealing with this inappropriate family environment [24]. The low social economic statute cannot be neglected when considering the risk of consumption of psychoactive substances by teenagers and youth. Unfortunately, an increasing diversity of people are affected by drugs and addictions both personally, family-related, professionally, socially and even at the level of the community; in order to reduce this condition, we ought to apply strategies that have proved to be efficient.
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